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Shrikhande and Moon have obtained a four property characterization of L, 
graphs, and Laskar and Aigner have obtained a five property characterization 
of cubic lattice graphs. Both characterizations are very similar and both fail 
for exactly one exceptional graph. The exceptional L, graph His the complement 
of the graph obtained by superimposing onto the Lz graph of order 4 the non- 
extendable latin square of order 4. We show that K4 x H is the exceptional 
cubic lattice graph. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider only finite undirected graphs without loops or 
multiple edges. An L,(n) graph is a graph whose points can be identified 
with the ordered m-tuples on n symbols. Two points of L,(n) are adjacent 
whenever the corresponding m-tuples have m - 1 common coordinates. 
An L,(n) graph is called an L, graph and an L,(n) graph is called a cubic 
lattice graph. A complete graph K, has every pair of its p points adjacent. 
Let d(x, v) denote the distance between two vertices x and y, and d(x, v) 
denote the number of vertices adjacent to both x and y. Let graphs GI 
and G, have vertex sets V, and V, and edge sets X, and X, , respectively. 
Then the product graph GI x Gz has vertex set VI x V, and two vertices 
@I 2 UJ and (vl , v,) are adjacent whenever (uI = q and uZ adjacent to UJ 
or (u, = a2 and u1 adjacent to nr). Thus, we note that 
L,(n) = K, x Km X -*SK, = K,” 
where m copies of K, appear in the product. 
Shrikhande [4] and Moon [3] have obtained the following charac- 
terization of L, graphs. 
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THEOREM 1. Except for one exceptional graph when n = 4, a graph G 
is an L, graph if and only if it has the following properties: 
(I) G has n2 vertices; 
(2) C is regular of degree 2(12 - 1); 
(3) if d(u, v) = 1, then A(u, v) = n - 2; 
(4) if d(u, v) = 2, then A(u, v) = 2. 
Laskar [2] and Aigner [l] have obtained the following characteri~a~~o~ 
of cubic lattice graphs. 
THEOREM 2. Except for one exceptional graph when n = 4, a graph G 
is a cubic lattice graph if and only if it has the,following properties: 
(1) G has n3 vertices; 
(2) @ is regular of degree 3(n - 1); 
(3) if d(u, v) = 1, then A(u, v) = n - 2. 
(4) if d(u, v) = 2, then A(u: v) = 2. 
(5) if d(u, v) = 2, then there exist exactly IZ - 1 vertices w such treat 
d(u, w) = I and d(v, w) = 3. 
Note tbe similarity of the two characterizations and that both faii for 
one exceptional graph when n = 4. Let H be the exceptional graph of 
Theorem 1. Then N is the complement of the graph obtained by super- 
imposing onto L,(4) the nonextendable latin square of order four [5]. 
In this note we will show that K4 x N is the exceptional graph of 
Theorem 2. 
II. K4 x H 
THEQREM 3. Let H be the exceptional graph of Theorem I. The g~a~~~ 
G = K4 x H sati&es properties (l)-(5) OS TAeouern 2. 
Proo$ Let (ul , 2~~ , z13 , u*) be the vertices of K4 ant% {vl ).. ., v18) be the 
vertices of H. Clearly G has 43 = 64 vertices and is regular of degree 
3(4 - 1) = 9. It remains to show that G satisfies properties (3)-(5). 
In the following let u = (ui , VJ and v = (u, , vt). Before showing thtkt 
G has properties (3)-(5) we note three facts. Each point u of G is adjacent 
to three points with second coordinate vj and six points with first 
coordinate zfi . Every pair of points of H are distance two or less apart [4]” 
If d(zl, v) = 2, then either (ui = U, and d(vj , v$ = 2) or (ui # M,. 2nd 
d(Vj , VJ = 1. 
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First show that G has property (3). Suppose d(u, U) = 1. Then there 
are two cases, depending on whether u and v have same first or second 
coordinate. 
Case 1. If ui = U, and vj adjacent to ut , then since in H &(vj , VJ = 2, 
there are two points v, and v, , adjacent to both v, and vt . No point 
(u, , v~), p # i, can be adjacent to both u and v. Hence d(u, v) = 2 in this 
case as (ui , v~) and (ui , vn) are the only points adjacent to both u and v. 
Case 2. If vj = vt and Us adjacent to U, , then since {y , uz , us , U& 
form a K4, d(u, v) 3 2. But no point (ux , a,), m # j, can be adjacent 
to both u and v. Thus d(u, v) = 2. 
To show that G satisfies property (4), suppose d(u, v) = 2. Then either 
(ui = u, and d(v, , vt) = 2) or (ui # U, and d(v$ , Q) = 1). 
Case 1. If ui = u,. and d(v, , VJ = 2, then from property (4) of 
Theorem 1, d(vj , vt) = 2. Let v, and v, be the two points of H adjacent to 
both vi and vt . Then points (us , us) and (ui , v,) are adjacent to both u 
and v. Any other point adjacent to both u and v must have the same second 
coordinate as u and v which is impossible. 
Case 2. If ui + U, and d(q , vt) = 1, then the only points that can be 
adjacent to both u and v are (ui , vt) and (u, , vJ. Therefore G satisfies 
PropeW (4). 
Before showing that G satisfies property (5) observe that points 
w  = bn 9 v,) and x = (uP , vu) are distance three apart if and only if 
u, + u, and d(vn , v,) = 2. If d(u, v) = 2 there are two cases to consider. 
Case 1. If ui = U, and d(vj , VJ = 2, then since every pair of points 
of H are distance two or less apart, no point w  with first coordinate ui can 
be distance three from v. Hence only the three points adjacent to u with 
second coordinate vj are distance three from v. 
Case 2. If ui # u, and d(uj , vt) = 1, then from case 2 above, (ui , VJ 
and (u, , VJ are only two points adjacent to both u and v. Thus the three 
points of G with second coordinate ui that are adjacent to u are distance 
two or less from v. Of the six points of G with first coordinate ui that are 
adjacent to U, one is (ui , vt). Since d(v, , z+) = 1 implies d(u, , vj) = 2, 
two of the remaining five points have second coordinates that are adjacent 
to both vj and vb . Hence the remaining three points, say (ui , v,), (ui , us), 
and (ui , v,), are distance three from v as 
4va 9 vt) = d(v, , VJ = d(v, , vt) = 2. 
THEOREM 4. The graph G = K4 x H is not a cubic lattice graph. 
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Proof. Suppose G is a cubic lattice graph. Then it must be G = KJ3- 
In other words, & x H = K4 x K4 x K4. Since it is well known that 
one can cancel factors in a Cartesian product, so we have 
H = K4 x K4 = E,(4). 
This violates the choice of H as the exceptional graph in Theorem 1) and 
so G is not cubic lattice graph. 
III. CONCLUSION 
The adjacency matrix of the exceptional graph of Theorem 2 is given in 
[l] using seven figures. Since this graph is K4 x H we can give the following 
simple form of its adjacency matrix. A(H) is the adjaceny matrix of 
and 1, is the identity matrix of order n. 
A(K, x H) = :I6 
I 
A(H) II6 46 
16 
I 
16 
Moreover, H can be conveniently described as follows. The 16 points 
of H are the ordered pairs (ui , q) where 0 < i, j < 3, and two points 
(ui , UJ and (uk , VJ are adjacent if i # k, j # I, and i - j = k - i mod 4, 
Knowing this, we find that the adjacency matrix of N can be expresse 
A(H) = 1 ci @c-Y”’ 
l<i,i<3 
i#-:: 
where @ denotes the Kronecker product and C is the ~erm~~tatiol~ matrix 
of the four cycle. 
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